
of  defects in materials and workmanship for the 
lifetime of  the original consumer purchaser.

This device was built to exacting standards 
and carefully inspected prior to shipment. This 
Lifetime Limited Warranty is an expression of  our 
confidence in the materials and workmanship of  
our products and our assurance to the consumer 
of  years of  dependable service. 

In the event of  a defect covered by this warranty, 
we will, at our option, repair or replace the device.

This warranty does not cover device failure due to 
owner misuse or negligence, or normal wear and 
tear. The warranty does not extend to non-durable 
components, such as rubber accessories, casters, 
and grips, which are subject to normal wear and 
need periodic replacement. 

If  you have a question about your Drive device or 
this warranty, please contact an authorized Drive 
dealer.
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MADE IN CHINA
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Do not attempt to adjust or operate walker without 
carefully reading all instructions in this manual.
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Comfortable

Seat

OrthodicHand Grips

Trigger release
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folding

Backrest

Sealed Wheel 
Bearing for 

Smooth OperationItem #10233
Push Lock Style

Assembly Instructions:

Safety Precautions:

First remove all contents from carton:  backrest, 
handle with tube, Walker frame and basket.
Open Frame and slide padded backrest into frame 
brackets making sure snap bottons protrude
through holes.
Unscrew tightening knob from handle and insert 
handle tube into frame at desired height lining up 
holes appropriately.  Slide bolts through holes from 
the inside and screw on tightening knob until secure.
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2
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Please make sure the Walker is fully opened, seat is 
down and the folding bar under seat is locked in the 
down position.
Be sure that both knobs are fully tightened and are 
at equal heights.  Test Rollator for stability before 
applying full weight to hand grips.
Test the push down locks before operating the Walker.  
When wheels are locked (by sitting or having weight 
applied by pushing down on handles), rear wheels 
should prevent wheels from turning.  If  the wheels 
turn while locks are locked, please take unit back to 
dealer for adjustment.  When weight is released, the 
wheels should turn freely.
Weight will lock push locks by sitting.  Do not use seat 
when unit is on an incline or uneven ground.
Replace tires when signifi cantly worn or damaged.
Do not have anyone push you while you are seated on 
the Walker.  This is a walking aid only and is not to be 
used as a transportation device.

Push Down
Lock Operation:

Always engage and disengage wheel locks on both sides 
simultaneously.

       To Slow Down or Come to a Temporary Stop —
Push down slowly by applying weight on the handles 
until unit slows down or comes to a temporary stop.

       To Temporarily Lock Wheels in Position — 
Once seated, rear wheels will automatically lock until 
weight is removed. 

       To Release Wheel Locks —
Remove weight until wheels start moving freely.


